Read each sentence and write whether it is simple or compound.

Example: Our car bumped into another vehicle.  ○ simple  ○ compound

1) I ate two bowls of noodles, yet I feel hungry.  ○ simple  ○ compound

2) The match has been canceled.  ○ simple  ○ compound

3) Everyone was busy, so Ron went to the park alone.  ○ simple  ○ compound

4) Ryan is participating in a race.  ○ simple  ○ compound

5) Dogs are very friendly, and they are very loyal too.  ○ simple  ○ compound

6) The crate is extremely heavy.  ○ simple  ○ compound

7) We were frightened by darkness, but we continued to trek.  ○ simple  ○ compound

8) The ship was anchored 20 miles away from the shore.  ○ simple  ○ compound

9) Aden was hiding behind the door, so Sarah didn’t notice him.  ○ simple  ○ compound

10) Jasper is happy as a prince.  ○ simple  ○ compound

Name: ________________________
Read each sentence and write whether it is simple or compound.

Example: Our car bumped into another vehicle.  

1) I ate two bowls of noodles, yet I feel hungry.  

2) The match has been canceled.

3) Everyone was busy, so Ron went to the park alone.

4) Ryan is participating in a race.

5) Dogs are very friendly, and they are very loyal too.

6) The crate is extremely heavy.

7) We were frightened by darkness, but we continued to trek.

8) The ship was anchored 20 miles away from the shore.

9) Aden was hiding behind the door, so Sarah didn’t notice him.

10) Jasper is happy as a prince.